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THE ELECTROLYTIC TINNING LINE OF THE EMPRESA 
NACIONAL SIDERURGICA S.A.   (SPAIN) 

In 1971 the Empresa Nacional Siderúrgica,  S.A.   (ENSIDESA)  (the National Steel 

Company of Spain) will enter the tinplate market with the starting up of a modern 

40" electrolytic tinning line equipped with a process computer for the classification 

of the tinplate sheets and for recording data on the proceas and the products 

manufactured. 

THE AVILES PLANT 

1. The plant of the National Steel Company of Spain is an integrated works located 

at Aviles (Asturias),  on the inlet of the same name,  some 25 kilometres from Oviedo 

and Qijdn. 

2. This plant covers an area of some 5 million square metres and its installations 

are broadly as follows: 

3*      The plant has 10 batteries of ooke ovens, representing a total of 300 ovens, with 

a total annual production capacity of 1,971,000 tonnes,  1,828,000 tonnes of whioh is 

blast furnace coke. 

4*      The pig iron is produced in 4 blast furnaces with a total annual production 

capacity of 2,300,000 tonnes. 

3. The steel is produced in three steelme'cing shops:    an open hearth furnace shop 

with a production capacity of 700,000 tonnes per year,  equipped with an active mixer 

fof 600 tonnes of pig iron, throe 300-tontie tilting fmrnaces' end two 200-tonne fixed 

fumaos«!    an LD oxygen converter shop (LD-l) with three 70-tonne convert ara with a 

total production capacity of 1,400,000 tonnes per year, and a second LD oxygen con- 

verter shop (LD-Il) with two 100-tonne converters with a total production oapacity of 

1,000,000 tonnes per year« 

6. The second LB shop has an adjoining oontinuous casting plant with three) ourved 

vertioal casting machines, each with 6 linea, oapable of oasting the entire output of 

the steelaaking shop into square-section billets with aide dimensions of 73-200 mm. 

7. The rolling facilities oonsisti of two rolling shop«|    the Vast Boiling 

the last Rolling Shop. 
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8. The main installation in the West Rolling Shop are:     a battery of soaking pits 

with 20 pits;    a 42"  (1,066 mm) blooming - slabbing mill with a rolling capacity of 

700,000-1,000,000 tonnes of billets;     a 32" (812 mm)  reversible two-high 3-stand 

structural sections mill capable of rolling some 275t000-300,000 tonnes of sections 

and rails per year;     a 132"  (3»352 mm)  reversible four-high slab mill capable of roll- 

ing 500,000 tonnes of slab per year including the breakdown for the coiler tension 

rolling mill;    a 47jt" {lf206 mm) reversible four-high coiler tension hot strip mill 

with an annual production capacity of about 300,000 tonnes and lastly,  a combined plate 

and strip slitting mill for hot-rolled strip (figure l). 

9. The East Rolling Shop at present has the following installations:    a battery of 

soaking pits with 32 pits;    a 46" (1,168 mm) univorsal slabbing mill with an annual 

rolling capacity of 2,000,000 tonnes;    a 62" (1,575 ron) pickling line with a capacity 

of 540,000 tonnes per year;    a 66" (1,676 mm) 4-stand tandem mill with a production 

capacity of 800,000 tonnes of different thicknesses of plate per year;    a battery of 

annealing furnaces with 34 single-pile furnaces and 90 bases, with a capacity of 

480,000 tonnes per year;    a 66" (1,676 mm) temper rolling mill with a capacity of 

600,000 tonnes par year,  and finally a cold rolled plate slitting line and a strip 

slitting line (figure 2). 

10. The plant has a thermal power station to supply its various sections with electrio 

power.    The power station uses coal slack or blast furnace gas as fuel and has four 

generating sets with a total capacity of 105,000 kW. 

11. In order to supply the oxygen needed in the steelmaking shops and for dosoaming 

and oxygen cutting,  there is an oxygen plant with throe air fractionation lines:    one 

with a capacity of 6,000 m /h of oxygon and 5,600 m /h of nitrogen and two with capa- 

cities of 8,000 m /h of oxygen, 300 nr/h of liquid oxygen and 5,600 nr/h of nitrogen. 

12. In addition, the coke ovon gas is fractionated to separate the hydrogen in a gas 

plant which has two gas compression lines, each with a capacity of 26,600 nr/h¿ *nd 

two ooke oven gas fractionating lines with capacities of 18,350 nr/h of ama» ni a 

synthesis gas and 13,260 nr/h of dehydrogenated ras. 

13* A 2-line ammor.ia synthesis plant produces 320 tonnes per day of anhydrous liquid 

ammonia and a fertilizer plant with a production capacity of about 400,000 tonnes per 

year produoes ammonium nitrate/calcium nitrate and complex fertilizers. 

•Mi 
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14. The Aviles plant has its own harbour with a 750 m l°ng quay parallel to the inlet, 

equipped for discharging raw materials,   and another quay 265 m long,  at right-angles 

to the first quay, which is intended for the dispatch of finished products. 

15. The plant has an extensive internal rail network which is connected to the 

national railway system. 

THE EXPANSION PROGRAMME OF THE NATIONAL STEEL COMPANY OP SPAIN (ENSIDESA) 

16. The expansion programme of ENSIDESA, which is now bein^ carried out,  covers suoh 

major projects ^a: 

- A semi-continuous 68" (1,727 mm) hot rolled strip mill with a capacity of 

1,500,000 tonnes per year. 

- A second 62" (1,575 mm) pickling line with a theoretical capacity of 

964,800 tonnes per year. 

- A 40" (1,016 mm) electrolytic cleaning line with a capacity of 150,000 tonn«» 

per year. 

- A second battery of annealing furnaces with 27 furnaces and 84 bases, with a 

production capacity of 432,000 tonnes per year. 

- A 2-stand temper rolling mill for 48" (1,219 mm) tinplate, with a production 

capacity of 187,500 tonnes per year of tinplate. 

- A second 60" (1,524 mm) cold rolled plate slitting lina with a oapacity of 

210,000 tonnée per year. 

- A 50" (1,270 mm) Armoo-Sendzimir galvanizing lina with a oapacity of 

150,000 tonnes per year. 

- A 40" (1,016 mm) tinplate ooil preparation line with a capacity of 190,000 

tonnas per year. 

- A 40" (1,016 mm) eleotrolytic tinning lin« with a theoretical oapacity of 

150,000 tonna« per year. 

- A 40" (1,016 mm) tinplate classification lia« operating at a sp««d of 

I4O/42O feet per minute (43/128 m/minute). 

ma 
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17      It should also be noted that consideration is being given to the installation of 

a 5-stand tandem tinplate rolling mill whioh would provide perfeot balanoe between the 

various installations of the cold rolling plant. 

THE MARKET FOR TINPLATE IN SPA1U 

18. World production of tinplate increased considerably in the i960«s from about 

8,000,000 tonnes in I960 to approximately 12,300,000 tonnes in 1968:    an increase of 

over 50 per cent. 

19. Although tinplate production in Spain is very small compared with that in other 

more industrialized countries, the increase in tinplate production in recent years has 

been very considerable,   since production increased from 25,000 tonnes in I960 to 

105,000 tonnes in 1968. 

20. At the present moment,  the tinplate production potential,  that is to say,  the 

theoretical national production capacity,  is about 152,000 tonnes per year. 

21. At the beginning of the I960's,  the situation of the Spanish tinplate market was 

that there was only a single tinplate manufacturing plant,  and this was unable to 

satisfy the increasing demand from consumers. 

22. Tinplate consumption in Spain has increased considerably in recent years,  rising 

from 75,000 tonnes in I960 to 223,000 tonnes in 1968,  so that Spanish national pro- 

duction has not been able to satisfy demand and substantial imports have had to be 

made. 

23. Forecasts of consumption for the coming years (280,000 tonnes in 1970,  325,000 

tonnes in 1975 and 375,000 tonnes in 198O, approximately) are considerably greater 

than national production capacity, and this is the main reason why BÏSIDESA decided 

to install a tinning lino which would meet modem technical requirements and reduce 

this production deficit, thus reducing imports. 

24. It is by no means simple to select an installation even when only criteria of 

profitability are taken into account, and when, in addition, the interests of a 

national industry as important as the canning industry are oonsidered, the problem 

becomes really difficult. 

mÈumlumim 
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25. Until a few years ago,  the situation was stationary,  and  a considerable number 

of small can manufacturers, using equipment of very  low productivity,  scrapod a 

meagre  existence  from a very  limited market.    The  rise in the  standard of  living and 

the modernization of  installations  carried out by  some can manufacturers,   howevor, 

have given rise in recent years to a considerable rise in the production and consump- 

tion of tinplate. 

26. Even so,  however,  there are still a large number of small manufacturers with 

short production runs,  making it necessary to manufacture an excessively  large numbor 

of different shapes and sizes. 

27. The fact that tinplate is mainly used in the  canning industry  and that many inter- 

nationally known applications which are  less sensitive to seasonal influences are still 

rare in Spain ìB anothor unfavourable characteristic of the Spanish market,  which is 

strongly influenced oy the seasons of the year. 

28. The need to be able  to overcome those adverse conditions  and to have the capacity 

to produce tho high-quality tinplate noedod by modern automatic can-making machines 

were determining factors  in selecting the type of tinning lino described in this paper. 

29. Obviously, unless wc rejectod all but purely solfish considerations, we could not 

take a decision to construct a tinning line solely for the production of a particular 

type of tinplate:    we had to achieve a compromise between such important  factors as 

cost on the one huid and protection of an established industry on the other. 

30. Jt was therefore decided to install a "Ferrostan" tinning line with an annual 

production capacity of 150,000 tonnes.    The United States Blaw-Knox Company was awarded 

the contract for the construction of the moohanical equipment and tho Westinghouse 

Company was awarded that  for tho construction of the electrical equipment. 

31. As the modern market requires tinplate cut to accurate sizes,  it was decided that, 

as is usual in lines of this type and capacity,  the cutting and classification should 

be oarried out on the line itself, but two coiling machines wore nevertheless inoludsd, 

in case some can manufacturers decido in future  «o use coiled tinplate.    This possi- 

bility also led us to oonsider installing a P-50 computer to reoord production data, 

and this funotion was later extended (this is an aapoct of the plant whioh is really 

very interesting in its novelty) to the classification of tinplate and the recording 

of data when the line produces tinplate out into sheets. 



^       The  investment  budget   frr  tho various   .natal liions  needed for  the manufacture 

of  tin plate covers  the following items:     modifications  te   th. cooling system of the 

tandem mill rollers  and strip  in order   to  pcrn.it   the rolling of the  thicknesses  arid 

qualities required for  tinplatc manufactur,:     the  electrolytic cleaning  lino;     the 

two-stand temper rolling mill;     the preparation   line,  and the tinning  line.    The totU 

investment budget  comes to   1,400 millier pesetas   (20 million dollars),   47 per cent  of 

which will be  in foreign currency  and   53 per cunt   in Spanish currency. 

33      The  installations needed for the rranuf cture of tinplatc-,   together with the oxher 

items in the expansion program;,  were ordered  in March  1967   (mechanical  equipment)  and 

June 1967  (electrical  equipment).    The civil  engineering work and the  erection of the 

building were completed  in Juue  1970  i*A the production equipment  is now being 

installed,   the  start-up of  the plant  being expected to  take place in mid-1971. 

THE ELECTROLYTIC TINNING  LINE 

Main features: 

34. The EN5IDE3A 40" (1,016 mm)  electrolytic tinning line  is of the «Ferrostan« type, 

designed by the Aetna-Standard division of the Blaw-Knox Company,  with electrical 

equipment  supplied by the Wostinghousc Company  (figure 3). 

35. The lino may be considered to form three  sections as follows: 

- The input or preparation section,  comprising tho uncoiling,  cutting and 

soldering units. 

- The processing section,  comprising the pro-tinning,   electrolytic tinning, 

melting,  chemical  treatment and oiling sections. 

- The output or finishing section,  comprising the coiling, cutting and 

classification sections. 

36.    The line is designed  to process cold rolled steel strip between 0.007" (0.176 mm) 

and 0.020» (O.5O8 mm) thick and between 18« (457 mm) and 40« (1,016 mm) wide.    Both 

the input and output coils will havo an internal diameter of 16V (419 m), a maximum 

external diameter of 72"  (1,829 mm)  and a maximum weight of 44,000 lbs (19,958 kg)« 

The packages of tinplatc nil3  be betwoen 18" (457 mm)  and 43è" (1,105 «"•) ^ng and 

have a maximum weight of  12,500 lbs (5,670 kg).    The line will operate at speeds of 

50 feet per minute (15 m/min) when threading,   2?o/l,?50 feet per minute (82/38I a/rain) 

in the input section and 270/1,000 foot per minuto (02/305 m/min) in the processing 

and output sootions. 
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37. The production capacity of the  lino,  which  it  is  estimated will be  150,000 tonnos 

per year,   will be determined by the thickness  and width of the strip to  be processed 

and by the speed of the  Une,   which will  depend or. the weight  of the coating and must 

keep within limits  imposed by the mcchanicr.l  equipment  (1,000  feet  por minute),  by the 

maximum cmr-ent density of 375 aperes per square foot,   and by the maximum output of 

80,000 amperes which the rectifiers ;:ill be  able to  supply. 

38. The  length of the line,   from the first uncoiling machine in the input  section to 

the last piling machine in the output section,   will be approximately  375*  7 /8" 

(about  114 m). 

THE INPUT SECTION 

39. At the beginning of the input section,  the  lino will have two uncoiling machinos 

so that it can be supplied with strip continuously,  a coil being mounted on one 

uncoiling machine while the preceding coil is being uncoiled on the other.    The 

uncoiling machinos will have expanding mandrels Whose diameter can be varied from 

15^11  (394 mm) to  17-J»»  (438 mm) and will have a table length of 45"  (l|143 mm). 

40. At the exit from uncoiler No.l there will be a pinch-roll unit with one pair of 

rollers and at the exit from uncoiler No.2 there will be another pinch-roll unit with 

two pairs of rollers:    these units will make possible the threading of the strip. 

41. Next,   a pneumatically-operated double-acting shear will cut   «he strip. 

42. In order to solder the tail-end of one coil to the loading end of tho following 

roil,  thore will be a Taylor-Windfield limited-overlap welder. 

43. The strip next passes through a tensioning unit which draws the strip through 

the input section and imparts rear tension to the strip in tho loop tower. 

44. The loop tower,  which has an upper set of ten rollers and a lower a©t of nine 

rollers,  enables the strip to be stored for supply to the processing section when the 

input section is halted by the need to solder togother tho onds of tho strip froa two 

successive coils.    Some 775 foet (236 m) of strip can be stored in the tower.    At the 

entry and exit of the loop tower are stearing rolls actuated by hydraulic equipment 

controlled by signals from photo-electric col1.s which monitor the lateral dieplaoeaetrt 

of tho strip. 

45. At the exist of tho loop towor \a a second tensioning unit whioh imparts 

tension to the atrip in tho proooesing sootion. 
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THE PROCESSING SECTION 

deeming unit 

46.    In order to clean the strip and remove from its surface the oil and dirt deposited 

on it in previous processes (rolling  in the temper rolling mill, processing in the 

preparation line,   and various handling operations  in the workshop),  the strip will be 

passed through a bipolar electrolytic cleaning unit.    This unit will consist of two 

tanks in which an alkaline solution is circulated.    The strip will pass between 

electrodes giving opposing charges which will electrolytically intensify the cleaning 

action of the alkaline solution.    The electrodes will be connected to a. low voltage 

unit with a capacity oí  4|000 amperes at 24 volts. 

47*    After cleaning, the strip is subjected to intensive washing with water so as to 

eliminate from it any remnants of the alkaline solution which the strip might entrain 

with it and which might contaminate and neutralize the acid in the electrolytic pick- 

ling unit.    The washing process is carried out by water spray nozzles in a tank 

similar to those of the electrolytic cleaning unit. 

4C.    The strip next passes between squeegee rollers located over the washing tank to 

prevent entrainment of water. 

Pickling unit 

49.    The strip next passes to the electrolytic pickling unit,  also of the bipolar 

type, which consists of two pickling tanks designed to operate with a solution of 

sulphuric acid and provided with bipolar electrodes connected to two 24-volt unite 

each of 4»000 amperes capacity.    Next come two more tanks, one for washing by isaersion 

and the other for spraying with water, where any remnants of the pickling solution 

which might be entrained on the strip are eliminated.    The objective of the pickling 

process is to eliminate oxides for«ed in previous processes which have not been 

eliminated by the alkaline cleaning.    As in the case of the alkaline cleaning process, 

the short space of time available for carrying out this operation aakes it necessary 

to intensify the pickling action of the sulphuric acid by electrolysis in order to 

secure greater effectiveness.    The washing process after pickling is designed to 

eliminate any pickling solution which might be entrUned on the surface of the strip, 

so as to avoid contamination of the electrolyte in the coating unit. 

30.   The three above units will have their own appropriate circulation syst ess, as 

shown diagraBatically in figure 4* 
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Fiflure 4 

ÏLBSTROLYTIC CLEANING AND PICKLINO UNITS 

1. 2,000 gallon reservoir for 
pickling solution 

2. 2,000 gallon reservoir for 
alkaline washing solution 

3. 2,000 gallon reservoir for 
cleaning solution 
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51. Squcogoc rollere located above the spraying tank eliminate any liquid ontrainod 

by the  strip. 

52. An extractor system will be providod to remove fumes from the cleaning and 

pickling units. 

53. When the strip has been cloancd and pickled it passes to the  electrolytic coating 

unit,   which will consist of five tanks with rubbor-covorcd rollers running submerged 

in the  lower part of the tanks.     In the upper part of the tanks there will be six 

further pairs of rollers:     six tubular copper conductor rollers and six rubbcr-covorod 

rollers.    Each tank will have four points for the suspension of the anodes, which will 

be connected to low voltage units each of 4f0OO amperes capacity  at  24 volts d.c,  thus 

giving a total capacity of 80,000 amperes and making possible a maximum current density 

of 375  amperes per squaro foot of strip surface.    The coating current will be regulated 

by electronic equipment as a function of the strip speed,  the width of the strip and 

the weight of coating which is desired to obtain.    It will be possible to manufacture 

differentially coated tinplate by altering the number of rectifiers supplying current 

for each face of the strip. 

54«    Sufficient space has been left between the electrolytic pickling unit and the 

electrolytic coating unit  for the possible future addition of as many as six tanks if 

the percentage of heavily-coated tinplate to be produced warrants this or if it is 

desired to manufacture strip with other coatings,  such as "tin froe steel".    The 

electrolyte will consist essentially of phenolsulphonic acid,  stannous sulphate and 

SISA.    The phenolsulphonic acid makes the rolution highly conductive and avoids oxi- 

dation of the stannous ion to the stannic iron.    The stannous sulphate initially pro- 

vides the tin ions in the solution.    BUSA is an additive which makes the deposit of 

tin on the strip more coherent and gives the tin coating greater brilliance during 

the melting operation. 

55» The current passes from the conductor roller in each tank to the strip, so that 

the strip is the cathode with respect to the tin anodes which aro suspended from ths 

anode points in the tinning electrolyte. 

56.    After the five coating tanks there aro two similar tanks for recovering the elec- 

trolyte.    These tanks have submerged rubber-covered rollers in thoir lower parts and 

two pairs of rollers,  likewiso covered with rubber,  in their upper parts. 
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57. The  strip next passes through  a squeegee roller urut,  which eliminates any  traces 

of electrolyte  entrained by  the strip,   and then through a hot   ?.ir dryer. 

58. The  electrolyte  circulation and recovery system consists  of  three circulation 

reeervoirs,  three pumps,   three heat   exchangers  for cooling the   electrolyte,  an evap- 

orator for concentrating the  electrolyte and making up for the  dilution caused by the 

recovery  liquid,   a tank for electrolyte preparation,  and two  filters  for the elimina- 

tion of slime  (see figure 5). 

59. Whe, differentially coated tinplatc is being manufactured a "Dial-a-Codc" marker 

manufactured by the Pannier Company,   located before the melting tower, marks on the 

strip a number of parallel  lines,   the distance between which indicates, through a 

predetermined code,  the weight of the coating on each face. 

Resistance melting unit (bright finishing) 

60. The line is next provided with a unit  for the resistance molting of the tin coat- 

ing which consists of two conductor rollers at the lower part  of the unit, a support- 

ing roller at the upper   port,   a heating tower and a cooling tank.    The objective of 

this operation is to make the tin coating bright,  for the untreated coating deposited 

on the strip has a matt,  dull appearance.     The operation is carried out by heating the 

strip to above the melting point of tin (232°C)  and then rapidly cooling the strip so 

as to cause the coating to become solid again before it comes  into contact with the 

next roller in the line.    The heating of the strip and the melting of the tin coating 

is effoctod by passing through the conductor rollers and the strip an alternating 

current supplied by two 1,250 kVA 6,300/l9OV single-phase transformers.   The loop of 

•trip botweon the two  lower conductor rollers and the support roller passes through 

an insulated tunnel which reduces heat  loss from the strip (figure 6). 

61. The two conductor rollers are insulated,  while tho other rollers are earthed. 

In order, therefore,  to avoid or roduce secondary paths for the current, »hock reac- 

tors are provided. 

62. The «elting current is so regulated that the temperature of the strip reaches the 

•elting point of tin slightly before the stixp onters the cooling tank.   A water 

circulation system will bo provided for the oooling tank. 
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Figure 5 

DIAGRAM OF COATING UNIT ANO ELECTRO! YTE RECOVERY UNIT 
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Figure 6 

DIAGRAM OP BRIGHTENING (TIN MELTING) UNIT 
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Chemical treatmant unit  (passivation) 

63. The chemical treatmont unit, which is located after the molting unit, is designed 

to give the surface of the tin the desired characteristics. It will consist of two 

treatment tanks proper, a tank whore the strip xs washed by immersion in water, a 

water spraying tank, two tubular copper conductor rollers and three support rollers 

(all located in the upper part of the unit) and four other rollors snbmergod in the 

lower part of the tank. Each of the two troatmont tanks will have four steel anode 

points (figure 7). 

64. Tho tin coating may become covered with a film of oxide which discolours its 

surface and gives it a yellowish tinge.    This fault usually develops during storage 

in humid conditions or during baking operations associated with the lacquering or 

painting of the tinplate.    In order to minimize the risk of this fault,  chemical treat- 

mont is given with tho objoct of stabilizing tho surface of tho tinplate by chemical 

or olectro-chomical means,  the type of troatmont given depending on tho degree of 

stability of the oxides produced and the application to which the tinplate is to be 

put. 

65. The treatment is carried out by submerging the strip in an oxidizing solution 

which forms a thin,   ovon protective film on the surface of tho tinplato. 

66. Depending on tho type of solution and treatment used, the oxidizing action can bo 

intensified eloctrolytically.    For this purpose two low-voltago units are available: 

one supplying 4»OCX) amperes at 24 volts and tho other 5OO amperes at 8 volts.    The 

first unit is used for cathodic treatment in tho first tank, while tho second is used 

for anodic treatment in tho second tank. 

67«    The chemical treatmont unit is designed to carry out various typos of treatment, 

according to tho uses to which the tinplate is to bo put.    The most frequently used 

treatment is cathodic-anodic treatment in a solution of sodium dichromato. 

68. After undergoing the chemical treatment in the first two tanks, the strip passes 

between equeegeo rollors before entering the immersion washing tank, in order to reduce 

the amount of solution entrained on it. 

69. A system of reservoirs, pumps and filters, shown diagramatioally in figure 7, will 

bo providod for the circulation of tho cheaioal treatment solution. 
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Figure 7 

DIAGRAM OF CHEMICAL TREATMENT UNIT 
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70. After the chemical treatment, the strip is washed in tank 3 (immersion washing) 

and tank 4 (water spraying) of the chomical treatment unit.  The washing process is 

designed to eliminate from the mirfacc of the tin the soluble chemicals and slime 

entrained by the s-^rip. 

71. The washing process (washing by immersion and water spraying) is continued in a 

tank of the washing unit after the chemical treatment unit. 

72. The strip then passes between squeegoc rollers to reduce the amount of liquid 

entrained by it. 

73. The line is next equipped with a steam drier which washes and heats the strip and 

a hot air drier which completely dries the tinned surface before the ¡¿trip is oiled. 

A system of steam extraction is provided to eliminate the steam reloasod in the steam 

drying process. 

Oiling unit 

74. The drying units are followed by a "Trion" electrostatic oiler (figure 8) which 

is designed to deposit on the tin coating 0.05 to 0.50 grams per base box of cottonseed 

oil or dioctyl sebacate. Tho potential needed to attract the ionized particles of oil 

to the strip will be 40,000 volts. 

75. The object of the oiling process is to apply a fine film of lubricating oil in 

order to protect the tin coating against abrasion, thus minimizing subsequent damage 

in handling, facilitating sorting and handling, and helping in the operations of 

lacquering and prir.ting the tinplate. 

76. Onoe the tinplate has been oiled, all the phases of the manufacturing proooss 

proper can be considered to be completed. 

77. The next unit in the line after the oiler is inspection station No.l, which is 

provided with equipment for visual inspection of the strip (Scan-a-Web system) con- 

sisting of a oabin with mirrors and lights which enable both faces of the tinnod strip 

to be inspootod at the normal operating speed of the line and a consolo with ten 

buttons (corresponding to the various types of defects which there may bo) which trans- 

mit signals to the computer (doscribod below). 

78. Next, before tensioning unit No.3, comes a series of measuring instruments con- 

sisting of equipment for moasuring tho thickness of the strip by X-rays and equipment 

for detecting holes in the strip. Both these sets of equipment are connected to the 

computer. 
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Figure 8 

DIAGRAM OF ELETTROSTATTC OIL!» 
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l'i.     Tonniranrwe unit  Nei   imparto   t<>   the  rtnp  tho  traction  nocesBary  to  draw  it 

through  th.   pr'.'-oBRirig section of the   line. 

THE OUTPUT SETT I ON 

H(.-.     Tht   strip   10  rioxt  f :d   towards  the coiling machines  through a sot of traction 

rollers,   a shearing unit  capable of rutting the  strip while  it   is moving at  a maxi- 

mum speed . f   W-/400  f. ot   per mi nut. ,   and  ' ftskama«'   lateral  control units which raoko 

possible pr"por of«1:-- ,,f  the  strip. 

Hi.     The eoi 1er» will  he of  the  ..xpandirv mandrel   type,  with hydraulic control  of 

transvors.. movement  and elevation  ind  automati e   aligning equipment. 

The rols  of tinplatr   f>rrood ->n  th..    -oilers  can he romoved  from the  line on 

uni   ading skids  and  30 id   in  the  form oí     .-IIK   it   the market   so  permits,  or else  thoy 

*ar¡  be Bont on  1<»wn  the  iim   for   »utting  into  sheets  m described  uelow. 

*\.     After the   - iiirHf   in   ,rdcr t, inr.ble  the strip to be put  through the cutting and 

sorting proroeuo«,   there   10  a   1. op pit with  retractable tablo equipment  to  facilitate 

threading. 

H4,     Inspection station Ne ..-»  IB   located  after the   loop pit  and consists of a strip 

thickness tnonaunng devi   ,   and  two hoU   detoetors and markers,   ali eonnoctod up to the 

ooBputer. 

««>.     Noit,  tho strip pauso*   >n,  vn a rol lor «achine,   to a Haliden rotating flying 

»hoar.    The shear is synchron*«od to cut  shoots  fro« 18* (457 an)  to 43±» (J   105 "O 

long with a cutting tol«rance of !   i/j?» (0.79 «»,) at  a 1^^ cutting spood of 

1,(XX   foot por minute« 

B6.    Oñ eaerglng from the «hoaxing »achino,   the shoots pass to a laufman four-at&ek 

ahtect  sortor,   doaignod to  rocoivo,  sort   «nd direct  the  ímplate to « m joet  otackar 

(shoots with holoa or of tho wrong thick»«««),  a "mondor«" stackor,  and two staokora 

for first quality shoots,    Tho ataekora will  bo hydrauiioally operated and will havo 

phouaatically-opGratod packagi)  lisohargt «levi eoa, 

8?.    Tho shoot  sorter wi U   bo designed to np#rat# at  a spood of 1,000 foot por «inuto 

«nd will havo four transporter« and throe p*irs of aagnctic roller« «o that tho shoots 

can bo transported to tho appropriato stacking units by raoans of tho ooa^utorlaod oon- 

trol  and olaaaifioation ay s to« deooribod bolow. 

mmmt 



88. The packages of sheets will be removed from the line by the unloading mechanisms 

of the shoot sorter and will pass to the manual packing section, fron which thoy will 

be sent to  their   final  destinât ir n  in th.. sheet   stor-j. 

89. The lino will  be driven by variablo-v It age  motors supplied  from controlled 

dirode rectifiers.     The current  for the pickling,   electrolytic  cleaning,   and chemcial 

troatmont tanks  and for the anode points will be  supplied by silicon rectifiers. 

THE PROCESS COF TITEE 

90. The Westinghousc P-50 computer which to a certain extent controls the  lino 

deserves a separate chapter because of the novelty of some of its functions.    Por 

greater clarity,   wo shall describe each of those  functions separately. 

Recording data on the production of coils of tinplatc 

91. An impulse generator coupled to  a roller in the centro soction will send a signal 

to the computer  for every 250 ram of strip which passes over it,  thus generating a 

scale of measurement.    We shall refer below tc  those 250 mra soctions of strip as 

"elements". 

92. Bvory defoct  detected between two successive impulses is notified to  the computer 

by means of the signals sont  from the visual  inspection, X-ray measurement or hole 

detector points  and assigned to the corresponding olomont of the strip,  and a signal 

is also sont to the shearing machine,  so that when the strip element in quostión passes 

through the shears the total numbor of dofocts and the total number of each particular 

type of defoct will bo calculated and marked.    With this procedure,  the signals sub- 

sequently given by the computer refer only to the strip which has emorgod from the 

line,  and not to the strip which is still within it.    obviously,  evon when an element 

contains several defocts it is only counted once in tho calculation of total defects, 

and the same applies to tho calculation of the total number of each particular type of 

defoct. 

93. Tho functions carried out by tho computer in this respect under normal operating 

conditions may bo suonar i zed as follows: 

- Measurement of the longth of strip coiled. 

- Recording and totalling the numbor of elements containing defects. 
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- Continuous  determination of tho total  percentage of defective elements and 

of the percentages of elements containing each particular type of defect, 

an alaria signal being given if any of these percentages exceeds a pre- 

determined value. 

- Display on a luminous panel (brought up to date every two seconds) of tho 

percentage of non-defactive elements processed. 

- Display on a luminous panel of tho  length of strip coiled up to the moment. 

- Slowing down of tho lino (or, optionally,  giving of an alarm indicating that 

the line should be slowed down) when a predetermined number of motros of 

atrip remain to bo processed in order to conpioto a predetermined total 

length of strip. 

- Automatic printing,  every time that  the shoars operate, of a roport con- 

taining tho following information: 

Dato 

Time 

Number or numbers of the input coil or coils uBod to produce tho 
coil of finsihod product 

»umber of the coil of finished product 

Width of strip 

Thickness of strip 

Weight of coating 

Total longth of coil 

Weight of coil 

Length of first quality strip 

Weight of first quality strip 

Percentage of first quality eloments 

Percentage of elemonts with holes 

Percentage of elements greator than tho pormitted thickness 

Percentage of o 1 omenta of loss than the pormittod thickness 

Percentage of elements with each particular typo of visual defects 
(up to ten defocte). 

94.   When all tho coils for a particular order havo boon processed sad the operator at 

the data input console changes the order number, the strip dimensions or the type of 

m   coating, a report is automatically printed with the following information: 
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Dato 

Time 

Order number 

Width of strip 

Thickness of strip 

Weight of coating 

Number of coils in order 

Number of coils of scrap produced 

Total  length of useful strip in the order 

Total useful wcighx of the order 

Total length including scrap 

Total weight including scrap 

Longth of first quality strip 

Weight of first quality strip 

Percentage cf first quality elements 

Porccntage of elements with holes 

Percentage of elements greater  shan the permittod thicknoss 

Percentage of elements of loss than the permitted thickness 

Pcrccntago of elements with each particular type of visual dofocts 
(up to ton dofects). 

95«    Th° variable data must be introduced manually by the operator at the data input 

consolo, who can also determino that a particular coil shall be counted as scrap. 

Sorting of shoots and recording of data 

96.    We boli ove that this function of the computer represents a real novelty, as wo 

are not awaro of any othor line where the sorting is carried out by a computer. 

97*    What may be called the peripheral equipment, that is to say, the equipment other 

than the computor, consists of the following it orna: 

- Instrument unit No.2,  located boforc the flying shears, which consists, as 

already stated, of an X-ray thicknoss gauge, two hole detectors, and two 

markers for placing marks on tho sheets to indicato that they contain this 

typo of dofect. 

- An impulso generator, coupled to one of tho rollers of tho flying shears, which 

sends a signal to the computer for every 23 mm of strip which passes. I 

i 
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- Five photo-eloctric dotoctora,   throe of them located before the magnetic 

rollers which form the entry section of the stacking machines and tho other 

**»° located over the exit transporter of the rotary cutter for the purpose 

of detecting gaps which may be caused when the operator romovos a sheet 

from the transporter. 

- Throe consoles with data input farilitios and liminous panels to display tho 

nunber of sheets in the corresponding stacking machine. 

98. The computer rocords the defective elements in a similar manner t*   the way in 

which defective elements in coils of strip are recorded (it should be noted that horo 

the elomontß arc only 25 mm long) and it signals tho position of tho defoctivo ele- 

ments to the flying shears.    Whon the flying shoars make a cut,  they send the coraputor 

a signal which sots in motion a programme examiaing all the elements which have passed 

the shears since the provious cut.     It is thus dotorminod whethor the shoot which has 

just boon cut  is of first quality or if it is a "monder** or rcjoct «hoot bocausc it 

has defects.     Tho classification thus made is thon stored in the computer's memory 

until tho right moment. 

99. Obviously, although tho elements arc only 25 mm long,  the cut will generally come 

within thorn rathor than exactly at their edgos.    If tho olotnont in quostion is dofoc- 

tivo, it is impossible to say which of the two shoots sharing that clament is defec- 

tive, and tho solution, as in tho conventional "single sheet classifior** systems,   is 

to take it that both shoots are defectivo. 

100. When a shoot airivos at tho entry to a stacking machine,  tho photo-oleotric 

detector sonde a signal to the computer, which consults its memory to find out warnt 

classification it had previously allotted to the shoot in question and to dot ormino to 

which stacking maohino sheets of that classification should bo sont.    Tho computer «asm 

immediately decides whether or not a signal to change tho state of tho magnetic rollar« 

oust be sent, and, if necessary, sends such a signal.    If th© sheet is to stay in tee 

•tacking machine where it is at prosont locatod, no further routing is necessary}    if 

not, it continues on to the next detector, where the operation is repeated. 

101. The above-desoribod proooduro snablos operations to be carri od on and information 

to bo obtained with a degree of speed and efficiency difficult to no hi ovo with ems of 
the conventional syst« 
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102. In normal operation, with the  four stacking machines in service,  one of them - 

the first machine in tho direction in which the sheets are travelling - will be used 

for sheets which have holes in then or which arc of the wrong thickness,   tho second 

will be usod for sheets with visual  defects,   and the other two  for first quality 

sheets. 

103. The operator pre-selects on the console of one of tho first quality stacking 

machines the number of sheets which tho package which it  is desired to form is to havo. 

Tho sheets without defects will then be directed to tho selected stacking machino and 

tho number of sheets  stacked at each moment will be displayed on a luminous panol. 

When the desired number has boon reached,   the sheets will automatically be diroctod 

to the other stacking machine, whore the operator will  likewise have previously 

selected the number of sheets which the now package is to havo.    When this package is 

completed,  the sheets arc directed once again to the first stacking machino,  from 

which the previous package will have been removed,  and tho cycle is ropeatod. 

104. If one stacking machine were out of action the process could still bo carried on 

in the same way simply by putting all tho rejects, whether for visual defects or other 

reasons, in the samo stack. 

105. Even with two stacking machines out of action tho lino can still function by 

sending first quality sheots to the rojoct  stack during tho time taken to renovó the 

coopleted packages. 

106. The percentages of defective shoots are continuously calculated,  and if they 

exceed certain predetermined limits the coi responding alarm ia oporatod. 

107. The percentage of first quality sheets is displayed on a luminous panol whioh it 

brought up to date ovory two seconds. 

108. When a package is completed, the computer osase» a report to be printed with the 

following information in it: 

Date 

Time 

Shift 

Order number 

Package number 

Width of shoot 

Thiokness 
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Weight of coating 

Length of shoots 

Number of shoots in tho package 

Weight cf package 

109. When an order for sheets is completed,  report  is printod with tho following 

information,   just  as in the case of an ordor for coilod strip: 

Date 

Timo 

Shift 

Order number 

Width of sheet 

Thickness 

Weight of coating 

Length of sheets 

Number of first package in tho ordor 

Total number of packages in tho ordor 

Total number of sheets in the order 

Total woight of the ordor 

Total number of shoots 

Total number of first quality shoots 

Total woight 

Percentage of first quality shoots 

Poroontage of sheets with holes 

Porc ont age of sheets groator than tho permitted thickness 

Percentage of sheets of less than the portait ted thicknoss 

Percentage of sheets with oach particular typo of visual defoct 
(up to ten dofects). 

110. At tho end of each shift, or at any de« ir od Moment, a report is printed with th« 

following information: 

Date 

Time 

Shift 

Total numbor of coils produced 

Total number of shoots pro due od 
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Total number of coils for scrap 

Total length of strip coiled 

Total length of strip cut 

Total weight of strip coilod 

Total weight of strip out 

Longth of first-quality strip in coils 

Number of first-quality sheets 

Total number of packages 

Total weight of first-quality sheets 

Total weight of first-quality coiled tinplate 

Percontagc of first quality strip coilod 

Percentage of first-quality sheet 

Percontagc of coiled strip with holes 

Percontagc of sheets with holes 

Porcontago of strip of incorrect thickness 

Percentage of sheets with visual dofocts 

Percentage of strip with visual dofocts 

111. Á daily report of the same layout is also printed summarizing the resulta of the 

three shifts worked. 

Following the soldored joints through the line 

112. It is considered that it would bo helpful to the oporators to know when a 

soldored joint arrives at certain points ii. the line. In ordor to achieve this, the 

computer will record the moment at which the soldering operation is carried out and 

it will thon follow the course of the soldered joint through the line, indicating when 

the joint arrivos at a predetermined distance from the coating tanks, the molting 

tower, the flying shears and the rotary cutter. The progress of the joints is indi- 

cated by lights which come on when the joints pass oortain points and go out when the 

joints leave the section concerned. 

113. As the amount of strip stored in the loop tower varies and it is necessary for 

the ooaputer to know this in order to carry out this fonction, there will be sJtótKir 

impulse generator located before the loop tower which will send a signal for every 

250 ma of strip which passes it and thus, in conjunction with the impulse generator 

in the centre section, enable the length in question to be determined, furthermore, 
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in order to avoid the accumulation of errors due to slipping on the rollers, ote, the 

number representing the length of strip in the loop tower will be corrected each time 

that the lower set of rollers passes a predetermined position, whore a switoh will be 

operated. 

114. Although at the moment only the soldered joints actually made in the line itself 

will be followed, it is also possible to follow those which may exist in the strip 

from the input coils. All that would bo necessary would be to add another soldered 

joint dctoctor. 

115. This function of the computer will enable process data to be recorded starting 

from the input coils, thus making it possible to establish tht correlation between the 

quality or yield of the finished product and the raw material used for its manufacture. 

Every time a soldered joint passes the shears, a report will automatically be printed 

with the following information: 

Dato 

Time 

Shift 

Order number 

Number of input coil 

Width of strip 

Thickness of strip 

Weight of coating 

Length of coil 

Woight of coi] 

Total length of first quality atrip 

Percentage of first quality elements 

Percentage of elements with holes 

Percentage of elements greater than the permitted thickness 

Percentage of elements of less than the permitted thickness 

Percentage of visual defocts of oach type (up to ten defects). 

Recording data on stoppages and alaras 

116. Each stoppage in tho contro section is detected by the computer, whioh the» 

demands, by means of a light signal, that tho operator shall feed into the input con- 

sole a code explaining the reason for the stoppage. A daily report will he print** 

giving the number and times of the stoppages due to each of the reason« contained in 

the codo. 



117o     Every one of  300  points  on the   line and   the auxiliary  equipment  will   be  examined 

periodically by  the computer   to verify whether   it   is  operating  normally or  not,   and 

an alarm will be actuated whenever  any   abnormality   is  detected  at   any  of the  pointa. 

The return to normal  operation will   also  bt   recorded  and  printed. 

118.     These records will   consist of   the  io]lowing information: 

Time at which  the  abnormality  occurred or ceased. 

Numerical code  indicating in which of the  following seven  categorie  the 
abnormality occurred: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Input section operation. 

Centre section operation. 

Output  section operation. 

Stacking machines and sorter drive operation. 

Auxiliary alternating carrent   items. 

Rectifiers and tin melting system. 

Variable voltage and auxiliary  items  (helpers). 

Key indicating the  importance of the abnormality 

Code corresponding to  the point  at which the abnormality  took place, 

119.     It will also be possible,  whenever desired by the operator,   to obtain a report 

showing all  the points which are m an -abnormal» state of operation at any given 
moment. 

3U1MAAY 

120. MSIURa*. 40- (1,016 «.) «lectro lytic tinning line,  which i. now being «r«ct*d 

•nd is expected to be «tarted up about the middle of 19?1, will r«pr«.«nt a great atcp 

forward in Spanien production of tinplat« and will enable iaport« of this »at eri al to 
be reduced. 

121. Fro« the technical point of vi«w, it «hould be noted that the lin« will be 

«ruip©«d with a prooe.e oo^putw for the olaa«ific«tion of ah «et a and for recording 

data, on tha process and the producta obtained. 

12?.    Provino« ha« bean »ado for «edification of tha lin« to increase ita production 

capacity and for variation of tho tyoa. of ooatin«a auppliad.    i„ addition, pwi.ion 

ha« been t*d« for the poaaibility of inataHinf a second nm i„ lilt 9mt ^p it 

,   d«a«Md for tinplat. inora«**« at th« expected rat« and circuaetanoee aake such a 
second lina daairahl«. 
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